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Piecewise Smooth Solutions of a Single Conservation Law Exist 
GRAY JENNINGS 
3000 One Shell Plaza, Houston, Texas 77002 
We determine classes of functions f(u) and of initial conditions Uo(X ) for 
which the single conservation law 
~u 
k- ~f  (u) = 0 ~t 
u(x, o) = Uo(X) 
(1) 
U, f(u) E R 1, possesses a piecewise smooth solution for all values of t >~ 0. The 
method of characteristics produces a smooth solution of (1) for small values of t 
if Uo(X ) is smooth. In general, that solution develops discontinuities even though 
Uo(X ) is infinitely differentiable. Lax [1] gives an explicit formula for a weak 
solution of (1) for all time whenf"(u)/> • > 0. Recently, Schaeffer [5] has used 
that formula, together with machinery from the theory of singularities of differ- 
entiable mappings, to show that Lax's solution is piecewise smooth for all 
initial data in the Schwartz space except for a subset of the first category. He 
and Golubitzsky [6] have gone on to show that the locus of shocks for those 
solutions is locally stable. 
The principal result of this paper is that the solution of (1) is generically 
smooth so long asf"(u) has isolated zeroes. Relaxation of the convexity condition 
on f(u) admits solutions in which a shock spontaneously degenerates into two 
and possibly three shocks. The existence result together with the a priori 
estimate of Keyfitz discussed below provides a method for constructing weak 
solutions of (1) for allf(u) which are Lipschitz continuous and all initial condi- 
tions in L 1. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We rely upon elementary machinery to construct he solutions which we 
discuss initially. A weak solution of (1) is a locally integrable function u(x, t) 
which satisfies 
fo ~ f~11 u(x't)~t +f(u) O~xl dxdt + f _ uo(x)+(x,o)dx=O (2)
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for all functions q~(x, t) ~ C0(R2). The fundamental lemma of the calculus of 
variations implies that a function in CI(R ~) which satisfies (2) also satisfies (1). 
Moreover, if u(x, t) is a weak solution of (1) and is smooth except across a path 
p(t) where it has a jump discontinuity, we call the locus of the path a shock. The 
functions u~(t) = l im~(t )_  u(x, t) and u,(t) = lim,_,~(t)+ u(x, t) satisfy the 
Rankine-Hugoniot relation 
s(t)(uz(t ) -- u,(t)) • f(ul) -- f(ur) (3) 
where s(t) ~ p'(t) is the shock speed. Conversely, a smooth function with a 
shock p(t) which satisfies (2) for all functions ~(x, t) with support in the com- 
plement of the shock and satisfies (3) across the shock is a weak solution of (1). 
We make the 
DEFINITION. A piecewise smooth solution of (1) is a function u(x, t) which is 
continuously differentiable and satisfies (1) on the complement of a collection of 
shocks, across each of which it satisfies (3), only a finite number of which lie in 
any compact set of R 2. 
In general, a piecewise smooth solution of (1) is not determined uniquely by 
its initial condition Uo(X ). To select the physically meaningful solutions, we 
impose Condition E (Oleinik [4]) 
f (u) - - f (ur )  <f (uz ) - -  f(u~) 
U - -  U r U~ - -  U r 
for all u in (u,, ur). I f  ur < uz(u , ~ u~), Condition E means that the graph of 
f(u) in the (u, f )  plane lies on or below (above) the chord determined by the 
points (u~, f(u~)) and (uz, f(u,)). Quinn [3] showed that two piecewise smooth 
solutions of (1), u(x, t) and w(x, t), with initial conditions Uo(X ) and Wo(X), each 
of which satisfies Condition E across its discontinuities, atisfy 
f_~ [ u(x, t) -- w(x, t)l dx ~ f~ ]Uo(X ) - -  w0(x)[ dx. 
o~ -co  
(4) 
As a consequence, a piecewise smooth solution of (1) which satisfies Condition E 
is uniquely determined by its initial condition. We work with a stronger notion 
of piecewise weak solution in the following. 
DEFINITION. An admissible solution of (1) on R 1 × [0, T] is a piecewise 
smooth solution of (1) which together with its first derivatives has finite limits 
at the line t = T except possibly at a finite number of points and which satisfies 
Condition E across each of its discontinuities. 
We define ~ to be the subset of Col(R 1) each of whose members g(x) has 
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support which can be partitioned into a finite number of intervals on each of 
which g(x) is strictly monotone. The principal result of this paper is the proof of 
THEOREm. If Uo(X ) e T n Co ~ and f 'ecg,  then (1) admits an admissible 
solution u(x, t) for t ~ 0 with initial condition Uo(X ) so long as the number, nr(uo) , of 
positive relative minima of--1/(d/dx)f'(Uo(X)) is finite. There are at any time at 
most nr(uo) shocks present in u(x, t). The range of u(x, t) is a subset of the range of 
uo(x ). Those characteristics in u(x, t), t > O, which do not originate from the line 
t -- 0 are carried in rarefaction waves. 
Below we utilize the concepts of contact discontinuity, compressive waves and 
rarefaction waves which are discussed in [1]. Our strategy is to use the method 
of characteristics to construct he solution u(x, t) on the complement of the 
shocks. We have taken care to choose only initial conditions for which the 
number of shocks is finite. Therefore, we are able to deal separately with each 
shock using existence theorems given below to prove the existence locally of an 
admissible solution which contains the shock, rn order to count the number of 
shocks in the solution u(x, t), which corresponds to the initial condition uo(x), 
we show simultaneously that the range of u(', t) is a subset of that of uo(x ) in the 
following sense. 
Dm~INITION. The range of v(x) on [a, b] is a subset of range of u(x) on [t~,/~] 
if there is a function a: [a, b] --* [~/, b] which is strictly increasing such that 
v(~) = u(~(x))  
I f  ~(x) is continuous, then v(x) and u(x) are equivariant, hat is, the variation 
of v(x) on [c, d] is the same as the variation of u(x) on [a(c), ~(d)] for every 
choice of c and d. I f  a(x) is discontinuous at x 0 with limits al and a~ from the 
left and the right respectively, then the range of v(x) omits the points in the 
interval (u(aO, u(~r)) as x varies near x 0 . We will have occasion to use 
LEMMA l- Let v(x) and u(x) have domains [a, b] and [4, ~] respectively. 
Suppose that the range of v(x) on [ai , hi] is a subset of the range of u(x) on [~ , b~] 
where a~: [a~, b d ~ [ai,/~] is chosen so that bi = a~+z and oz~(b~) = ai+l(a~+l). 
Then if [a, b] ~ ~ji[ai , bi] and [~, ~] D_ (3[54, ~], the range of v(x) on [a, b] is a 
subset of the range of u(x) on [& ~]. 
The proof is omitted. We will use, in the following, the convention that 2 indi- 
cates the x coordinate of a point on the line t = 0. For a function u(x, t), the 
characteristic which originates at (x, t), is the line in the (x, t) plane originating 
there and which moves with speed dx/dt =f'(u(x, t)). Given an underlying 
function u(x, tl), which will always be obvious from the context, the 
quadrilateral Q(a, b; t 1 , t~) is the closed set in R 2 which is bounded by the 
characteristics which originate at the line t = t x from the points a and b and 
by the lines t ~ t 1 and t = t z. 
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We fix uo(~ ) in c~, set b(~) = --1/d/dxf'(uo(~)) and then define 
tb(~) if b(~) > 0 
ts(x) = {+ ~ otherwise. 
The condition of Theorem 1 on u0(~ ) is that t1(~ ) has a finite number of minima. 
2. METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS 
We now give a series of lemmas which form the basis for the construction of 
admissible solutions of (1). We begin by taking more care with the method of 
characteristics than is customary. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose Uo(YC ) has domain [a, b] and inf~[a,q t1(2 ) > t o > O, then 
there is a smooth solution of (1) on the quadrilateral Q(a, b; O, to) with initial 
condition Uo(2), Yc ~ [a, b]. The functions u(., t) for fixed t, t o ~ t ~ O, and Uo(~ ) 
are equivariant when considered on their respective domains. 
Proof. The construction of u(x, t) depends upon the solution of 
dr(C) _ 1, t(0) = 0; 
d~ 
dx(¢) 
d~ --f'(u(x, ~:)), x(0) = 2; and 
du 
-o ,  u (< o) =Uo(~)  de 
as functions of g and ~. 
Therefore t = ~, u(£, ~:) is independent of (, and dx/d~ is constant and equals 
f'(Uo(~)). Hence the system admits a solution for all ~:. Note c(£, t )=  ~-~ 
f'(Uo(~))t is the x coordinate at time t of the characteristic which originates at 2. 
Then c(9, t) is a differentiable function of 2 and t. A straightforward calculation 
indicates that 
c(N ~- Ax, t) --  c(2, t) = [1 --  t/ts(x*)] Ax 
where x* = x + OAx, 0 < 0 < 1. Therefore, two characteristics which 
originate at different points in the interval [a, b] do not intersect so long as 
t~t  o . The map (2, t)--+(x,t)  is monic on [a,b] ×[0,  to] and covers the 
quadrilateral Q = Q(a, b; 0, to). Hence (& t) ~ (x, t) is invertible on Q and it 
follows in the usual way that u(x, t) is a smooth solution of (1) on 0. 
6o7/33/2-8 
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3. SPONTANEOUS SHOCK FORMATION 
As a tool for the lemmas which deal with the generation and propagation of 
shocks, we prove 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that g2 is determined as the closed region bounded by t = t 1 , 
t = t~ and by the differentiable curves c,(t) and c,(t) on the right and left, respectively. 
Suppose further that x o = c,(t~) = c~(tl), that c,(t) < c,(t) for t 1 < t ~ t2, and 
that j(x, t) is a continuous function defined on g2 so that c~(t) ~j(c,(t), t) and 
j(c~(t), t) ~ c'~(t) for t~ ~ t ~ t~. Then there exists a differentiable path p(t) 
such that (p(t), t) • (2, t 1 ~ t ~ tz , which satisfies 
p'(t) = j(p(t), t). (5) 
Proof. We define ~ as the set of continuous paths defined on [t 1 , t~] such that 
cz(t) <~ p(t) ~ c,.(t) for t~ ~< t ~ t 2 . Note that ~ is convex and closed in the 
topology of uni form convergence. I fp ( t )  • ~,  define 
T(p)(t) = x o 4- ft l j (p ( ), ~:) dE. 
As c'~(t) <~j(Q(t), t) andj(G(t), t) <~ c'~(t), T(p) •$2 for t 1 ~-~ t -~ t 2 . Hence T 
maps ~ into itself. Moreover,  as ](d/dOT(p)[ <~ max,  l](x, t)], T (~)  is a family 
of equicontinuous functions which is compact in the topology of uni form 
convergence (Ascol i -Arzela theorem). Therefore, T is a compact operator 
which maps a closed convex set, ~ ,  into itself. The  Schauder fixed point  theorem 
implies that T has a fixed point  p(t). In  the usual fashion, it follows that p(t) is 
differentiable and satisfies (5). 
LEMMA 4. Suppose that tl(~ ) obtains its only minimum on I = [20 - -  E, 20 + ~] 
at 2o , then there is a t~ > ts( ~o), such that the quadrilateral Q(~o - e, ~o + e; 0, tin) 
contains an admissible solution of (1) with exactly one shock which is spawned at 
t = tf(~o)from the characteristic originating at (Xo, 0). The range of u(., t), 
t E [0, t~], is a subset of the range of Uo(2 ) on L 
Proof. We use the method of characteristics to construct a solution for 
t ~< ts(2o) = t o . The  condit ion on ti(~ ) implies thatf ' (uo(2)) decreases on I. As 
before, 
c(2 + 2x ,  t) - c(~z, t) = (1 - t/ts(x*)) 2x 
where x* = 2 + OAx, 0 < 0 < 1. When 2e/~. = [20,20 + E], the difference 
above is of the same sign as Ax so long as t ~< ts(2 ). Define sz(~) = (c(;, t(2)), t(2)) 
for ; •/~.  As ts(2) is increasing on I~, it has an inverse x~(t) so that st(t) = (ct(t), t), 
t • [t o, tf(2 o + ~)]. The  curve cz(t), the line t = to, and the characteristic 
emanating from 20 -}- e bound a closed set f2~ each point  of which is covered 
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uniquely by the characteristics which originate from ye ~ I,, and continue until 
t ime tt(ye). The function u~(x, t) with initial values on [~ constructed by the  
method of characteristics is single valued and satisfies (1) on g?~. A calculation 
indicates that (d/dYe) sz(ye) = (f'(uo(ye))t(ye), frye)). Therefore c'~(t) = f'(u~(x~(t), t)), 
t c [to, td~0 + ~)] 
Similarly there is a region •z bounded by the characteristic emanating from 
yeo - -  e, the line t = to, and a curve G.(t) with c~(to) = cz(to) = Xo, which the 
characteristics from the line segment It  ~--- [Xo - -  e, Xo] cover uniquely. The 
method of characteristics produces a function u~(x, t) which is single valued on 
f2~ and is also a smooth solution of (1). As before c'~(t) =f'(ut(G(t) ,  t)). 
Since Q(to) = cr(to) and f'(uo(ye)) is a decreasing function of ~, cr(t ) ~ c~(t) 
for t o~t~t .~ where t~ is the lesser of ts(2 o -e )  and ts(2 0-I-E). Hence 
Q ~ Q,. ~ Q~ n {x, t): t ~ t~} is not empty. 
We define 
j(x, t) = f (uz(x' t)) -- f (u~(x, t)) 
u~(x, t) - u,(x, t) 
as a continuous function on tQ. Using the mean value theorem j(x, t) = 
f'(Oudx, t) -k (1 - -  0)u~(x, t)) for0 < 0 < 1. Asf ' (u0() )  is a decreasing function, 
it follows that 
f'(ur(cr(t), t)) ~f ' (u r (x  , t)) ~ j(x, t) ~ f'(u,(x, t)) ~ f'(ut(Q(t), t)). 
Therefore, Lemma 3 implies the existence of a path p(t) which satisfies p'(t) = 
j(p(t), t). For (x, t) E ~Q, define 
u(x, t) = t ur(x' t) if p(t) ~ x 
tu~(x, t) otherwise. (6) 
As f ' (uo())  decreases on I, f(uo(ye)) is convex on I and Condition E is satisfied 
across (udp(t), t), ur(p(t), t)). In addition, the range of u(., t), t o ~< t ~< G,  is a 
subset of the range of Uo( ) on L 
4. INTERSECTION OF SHOCKS 
We now take care to determine that the discontinuity produced by the collision 
of two or more shocks also satisfies Condition E. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose that u(x, t) is an admissible solution of ( l )  on R 1 X [0, T] 
and that a finite number of shocks collide at (Xo, T), then Condition E is satisfied 
across the resulting discontinuity. 
Proof. Index the shocks from left to right. Then the speeds i, i = 1, 2 ..... n, 
satisfy sI ~ s ~/> ... ~ s% Let the values on the left and the right of each shock be 
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. - - i+1 I f f (u)  lies ut" and u~ ~ respectively. Then it is necessarily true that ur ~ = u~ . 
below (above) the chord formed in the (u, f )  plane by (u~, f(u~.~)) and (uz ~, f(uzl)) 
then ut z ~ (ur 1, uz 1) and thereforef(u) lies below (above) the chord formed in the 
(u, f )  plane by (uz ~, f(u~2)) and (ur ~, f(ur2)). As s ~ >~ s 2, it follows that Condition E 
is satisfied across (uz 1, u~Z). The proof is completed by induction on the index of 
the shock. We omit the remaining details. 
5. PROPAGATION OF A SINGLE SHOCK 
We now turn to the technical problem of propagating a single shock forward in 
time. As before, the values on either side of the shock at time t o are (us, u,.) and 
s f(u~) - - f (u~)  (7) 
U 1 - -  U r 
The line in the (u, f )  plane which joins the points (u s ,f(u~)) and (u r ,f(Ur) ) is 
designated "the chord." 
LEMIVlA 6. Suppose that u~,(x, t) is a smooth solution of (I) on Qr = Q(xo , Xo + 
e; to, tl), E > O, that 
• s ~f ' (u . (x0 ,  to)), 
• u,,(x, to) is strictly increasing in x, 
• f(u~(x, to)  h'es on or below the chord, x o ~ x ~ x o -~- E, and that there is apoint 
u ,  > so that 
• f (u)  <f (ur )  @ (u --  u,.)sfor u E (ur, u,), and 
• f (u , )  =f (ur )  + (u* - -  u~)s, 
then there is t*~ > t o so that there is an admissible solution of(l)  on the quadrilateral 
Q~ bounded by the lines t = t o , t = t*~, the characteristic which originates from 
x o + e, and a characteristic which originates from x o which moves with speed s and 
carries the value u ,  . There is at most one shock in Q*~ . The range of the solution 
u,.(x, t) on Q*~ is a subset of that of the identity function on [u~, u,]. The values of 
ur(x , t) not in the range of u~(x, to) are carried by a rarefaction wave. 
Proof. I f  s =f'(u~), u(x, t )=  ur(x, t) except on the characteristic which 
originates from x 0 . We now study the case s ~f ' (u r )  for which the implicit 
function theorem guarantees that there is a differentiable monic function u(3) 
whose range contains a set of the form (u,., u r @ fi), [3 > O, and 
f(3) ~ f ~u~ f ' (8)  --  (8) 
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with u(u,) = u , .  We write the inverse as 8(u) and set 3r(x , t) = 8(ur(x, t)). The 
function f'(8,(x, t)) is defined on that part of Qr for which x - -  x o > 0 and is 
small. Ass  =f' (3r(Xo,  to) ) >f ' (ur )  , the solution of 
'8 f(8~)--f(u~) 
p' ( t )  = f ( r(P, t)) - -  8~ - -  u ,  
p(to) = Xo 
(9) 
lies i n Q*r for t - t o > 0 and small. On the region R = {(x, t) e Q*,: p(t) < x}, 
u,(x, t) is an admissible solution of (1). As p'(t) =f ' (8~(p(t ) ,  t)) increases, the 
function u,(x ,  t) defined on Q* - R as the solution of (1) with initial condition 
8~(p(t), t) on the manifold (p(t), t) exists and is a rarefaction wave. The  charac- 
teristics of u ,  cover those points between the eurve (p(t), t) and the line 
xo q- s(t - -  to). Therefore 
u(x, t) = t u'(x' t) if (x, t) E R (10) 
~u,(x, t) if (~, t) ~ Q,* - R 
is an admissible solution of (1) on Qr* - Condition E is satisfied across p(t) because 
of the choice of 8~(', "). 
We state an analogous result without proof. 
LEMMA 7. Suppose that ul(x, t) is a smooth solution of (1) on Qz = 
Q(x o - e, x o ; to, ta) , e > o, and that 
• f'(uz(Xo, to) ) > s, 
• u~(x, to) is strictly decreasing in x, 
• f(u~(x, to) ) lies on or below the chord, x o - -  e ~ x <~ Xo, and that there is a 
point u* < u~ so that 
• f (u )  <f(u3 + (u - u3s, u e (u*, u~), and 
• f (u*)  =f(uz)  + (u* - -  uz)s, 
then, there is a t~ > t o so that there is an admissible solution of( l )  on a quadrilateral 
Q*z determined by the lines t ~ to, t = t* 1 , the characteristic originating f rom 
x o - -  e, and a characteristic arrying the value u* which moves with speed s and 
originates at x o . There is at most one shock in Q*z . The range of the solution 
ut(x, t) on Q'az is a subset of that of the identity function on [u*, uz]. The values of 
ul(x, t) not in the range of uz(x, to) are carried by a rarefaction wave. 
LEMMA 8. We suppose that u,.(., to) is differentiable and strictly monotone on 
(Xo, x o + El, that uz(', to) is differentiable and strictly monotone on Ix o - -  e, Xo) , 
that limx~%(8/Sx ) Ur(X , to) and lim~%(O/Sx) uz(x, to) exist or are infinite, and that 
Condition E is satisfied across (Ur(to) , u~(to)), then there is t 1 ~ t o so that Q = 
Q(x o - e, x o + E; to, tl) contains an admissible solution of (I) with initial 
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condition ur(. , to) on (xo, x o -+- E] and u~(-, to) on [x o - -  e, Xo). The number 
of shocks is at most three and no more than one plus the number of solutions of 
f(u) = f(u~) q- (u -- ur)s (11) 
for u e (Ur, u~). The range of u(x, t) on Q is a subset of the range of the identity 
function on ~, the convex closure of the union of the range of Us(" , to) and that of 
ul(', to). Those values of u(', t), t > to, not in the union of the range of ur(', t) and 
uz(', t) are carried by rarefaction waves. The magnitude of t 1 --  t o depends upon • 
and M* = max,  ]if(u)]. 
Proof. We assume without loss that u~ > u,.. The method of characteristics 
produces a smooth solution u,.(x, t) of (1) on Q~ = O(x o , x o + e; t o , q) and a 
smooth solution uz(x, t) on the quadrilateral Q~ = Q(x o - E, Xo; to, ti) if 
t 1 - t o > 0 but small. See proof of Lemma 4. That (us, us) satisfies Condition E 
implies that f'(u~(Xo) ) <~f'(u~(Xo) ). We designat e the left boundary of Q,. as 
cz(t) and the right boundary of Qz as e~.(t). Lemma 3 implies the existence of a 
function p(t) which satisfies 
p'(t) = f (u~(p(t), t)) --  f (u~(p(t), t)) 
Ur(p(t), t) -- u~(p(t), t) 
p(  to) = 'Co 
with cz(t) ~ p(t) <~ ca(t) so that the function 
u(x, t) = t ur(x' t) if p(t) < x, 
[u~(x, t) otherwise 
is a weak solution of (1) on Q~ u Qz. 
We now turn to making adjustments in those cases in which (uz(t), Ur(t)) fails 
to satisfy Condition E. 
Case I. There are no values of u E (u~, uz) for which (11) is satisfied. 
Case 11. Each of f(ur(x, to) ) and f(uz(x, to)) lies above the chord. 
In either case, for small values of q - -  t o > 0 (us(t), u~(t)) satisfies Condition E. 
Case I l l .  One but not both of f(u~(x, to) ) and f(uz(x, to) ) lies on or above 
the chord. 
Without loss, we assume that f(u~(x, to) ) lies on or above the chord and 
therefore that us(x, to) <~ us. 
Case IIIa. u~(x, to) >/u~. 
We suppose that Condition E is not satisfied on [to, tl] for every choice of 
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t~ no matter how small t a --  t o > 0 is chosen. Then, it must be true that there is 
an interval [t 2 , t~] C [t o , tl] for which 
p'(t) ~ f'(u,(p(t), t)) 
with strict inequality on (t2, ta). Larger values of us(t) and correspondingly 
smaller values off '(ut( ' ,  ")) are carried by characteristics which lie to the left of 
the one bearing the value u~(p(t2), t2). Asp(t), t e [t~, t~] lies on or to the right of 
this characteristic, us(', t) is constant for t ~ It2, t3]. As Ur(t ) does not increase, 
the shock speed does not increase and u~(t) is also constant. We have therefore 
the contradiction that 
p'(t) =f'(u~(p(t),  t)) for t 6 (t2, ta). 
Asf(u) satisfies Condition E across (u~, ut ) , f '~ c~, and as we have disposed of 
Case I, there must be points u ,  ~ u* each of which satisfy (11) and for which 
f(u) <f (u , )  -]- (u --  ur)s for u E (u~, u.) t3 (u*, u~). 
Case I I Ib.  us(x, to) < u~(xo). 
We apply Lemma 7 to construct a solution gz(x, t) on Q* where the right 
boundary of Qz* moves with speed s and ~z(x, t) contains at most a single shock 
q(t) across which Condition E is satisfied. We use u~(x, t) as before and construct 
j(x, t) = f (~z(x, t)) -- f (u,(x, t)) 
~(x, t) -- ur(x, t) 
which is continuous on Qr (3 Qz*. We use Lemma 3 to construct a solution of 
p'(t) =j(p(t ) ,  t) in Q, ~ Q~*. We then define 
u(x, t) = t u'(x' t) i f  x <p( t )  
~u~(x, t) otherwise. 
For those values of t for which p(t) --q(t),  (u~(t), us(t)) necessarily satisfies 
Condition E. I f  p(t) > q(t), there are two shocks for that value of t and the 
techniques used in Case I I Ia  imply that the Condition E is satisfied across p(t). 
I fp(t) < q(t), there is exactly one shock and Condition E is necessarily satisfied. 
Note that there are at most two shocks for each value of t and our hypothesis 
is that there is at least one point internal to (u~, u~) which satisfies (11). 
Case IV.  Both off(ur(x, to)  andf(u~(x, to) ) lie below the chord. 
Lemmas 6 and 7 indicate that there are quadrilatera]s Q~* and Qz* which contain 
admissible solutions u~(x, t) and u,(x, t) of (1) respectively of which the left 
and right boundaries respectively move with speed s, so that the domains of the 
solutions u~(x, t) and us(x , t) intersect only on their boundaries. 
Case IVa . . , (x ,  to) > - .  and .,(x, to) < . , .  
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I f  u .  = (=/=)u*, there are two (three) shocks and there is one (two) solutions of 
(11) in (u~, u~). 
Case IVb .  One but not both of u~(x, to) > u r and u~(x, to) < uz is true. 
There are two shocks, one of which is a contact discontinuity. 
Case IVc.  u~(x, to )~ u, and u~(x, to)>~ us. There is a single contact 
discontinuity. 
We have proved the existence of an admissible solution u(x, t) on Q(x o - e, 
x 0 + e; t o , tl). The size of t~ depends upon e and the least time at which a shock 
in Q can collide with a characteristic originating from either x - -  E or x o -t- e or 
at which those two characteristics an collide. The speed of a shock is given by 
(3) which in turn is hounded by M*.  
6. EXISTENCE OF AN ADMISSIBLE SOLUTION 
We now prove the Theorem by showing the set J of values of T for which 
R 1 X [0, T] contains an admissible solution is both open and closed. As the 
method of characteristics proves that S ~: ~, it then follows that J = [0, co). 
We show first 
LEMMA 9. The existence of an admissible solution of( l )  on R 1 X [0, t], t < T, 
with initial condition Uo(X) implies that an admissible solution exists on R 1 X [0, T]. 
Proof. Lemma 8 implies that a shock which exists at time T -  ¢ can be 
continued forward in time, possibly splitting into three shocks, a distance that 
depends only on M*(uo) and the distance at time T - -  ~ in the spatial coordinates 
to the next shock or zero of (8/Sx)u(x, T - -  e). I f  the distance between every pair of 
shocks remains bounded away from zero as t - *  T, Lemma 8 guarantees the 
existence of a finite number of quadrilaterals Qi(x~ - fl, x~ @/3; T - -  7, T -)- 7), 
7,/3 > on which an admissible weak solution exists where Y and/3 are indepen- 
dent of i. On the complement of those quadrilaterals, the method of characteris- 
tics guarantees that u(x, t), (~/gt)u, and (~/gx)u have limits as t -+ T except possibly 
at a finite number of points xj which are the loci of spontaneous shock formation 
and correspond to points which are the termini of characteristics, originating 
on the line t = 0 at points ~,  at which ty(~j) = T and near which tj( ) has a 
local minimum. Lemma 5 guarantees that the discontinuity which results from 
the collision of two or more shocks satisfies Condition E. Hence (1) possesses an 
admissible solution on R 1 × [0, T]. 
We now turn to 
LEMMA 10. I f  an admissible solution of (1) exists on R 1 Z [0, T], then there is 
an ~ > 0 so that an admissible solution exists on R 1 X [0, T + ¢]. 
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Proof. There are at most a finite number of shocks, in addition to a finite, 
possibly trivial, number of points where spontaneous shock formation is to 
occur on the line t = T. We designate these points as x i ,  i = 1, 2,..., m. 
As the range of u(-, t) is a subset of the range of Uo(), there is an interval of 
radius c o centered at x~, i = 1, 2,..., m, on either half of which u(', t) is monotone. 
We choose e o so small that the intervals (x~ -- c 0 , x~ + Co) do not overlap. 
We focus first on the points which are incipient shocks. Near either side of 
such a point, x*, the characteristics form a compressive wave. Hence those 
characteristics originate on the line t = 0. We designate 2" as the point on the 
line t = 0 from which the characteristic which terminates at x* originates. 
Lemma 4 implies the existence of ~, fl > 0 so that Q* - Q(x* - ~, x* + ~; o, 
T + 13) contains an admissible solution of (1). The range of u(', t) on the part of 
the line t ~ T + 0/3, 0 < 0 < 1, which lies in Q* is a subset of the range of 
u0( ) on the part of the line t = 0 which lies in Q*. 
We now turn to the points which are the loci of shocks. Lemma 8 implies 
that the shock at a point x* which satisfies Condition E can be continued forward 
in time on a quadrilateral Q* = Q(x* - co, x* + co; T, T + 13), 13 > 0. I f  
the shock at x* splits into two (three) shocks, there is one (two) solutions of (11) 
in (uz, u,). We identify 0?z and 2~ as those points for which uz(x* , T) = 
lim~_~_ Uo(2 ) and uT(x*, T)= lim~_,~ + u0(o7 ). Hence there are at least two 
(three) compressive waves in the interval (x,, xr) and therefore ti(2 ) has at 
least two (three) minima in that interval. The characteristics originating at 
~ (x,, x~) have been eliminated from the solution prior to the time T. Also, 
there is one (two) rarefaction wave introduced into the solution carried by 
characteristics which originate from the shock(s) which split from the contact 
discontinuity. Nevertheless the range of u(-, t) on the line segment t = T + 0/3, 
0 < 0 < 1, which lies in Q* is a subset of the range of u0(~ ) on an interval 
which contains [£~, xr]. 
We obtain thereby a finite number of quadrilaterals each of which contain an 
admissible solution which is continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of the 
characteristics which form the lateral boundaries. Moreover, after considering 
the propagation process for each shock, we determine that the number of shocks 
present in the solution does not exceed nr(Uo). Finally, on the complement on 
the quadrilaterals which contain shocks, we determine continuously differentiable 
solutions using the method of characteristics for a time T + 13,/3 > 0, which is 
less than the next value of t > T at which t~(~) has a local minimum. As the 
quadrilaterals containing shocks have solutions continuously differentiable in a 
neighborhood of the boundaries, the pieces can be patched together to make a 
single admissible solution of (1) on R 1 x [0, T + 13], 13 > 0. In addition, the 
range of u(-, t) is a subset of the range of Uo(X ) for t ~ [0, T +/3] by Lemma 1. 
The proof of the Theorem is complete. 
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7. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR 
We will now show that a solution which we constructed in the foregoing 
decays uniformly to zero if its initial condition is bounded. 
LEMMA 11. / f~,  M, L >0,  f '~W,  and f"(O) v~0, then there is for every 3, 
0 ~ ~ < 3o, 3 0 small, a t(~, M, L; ~) which depends only on E, M, L and f (  ) 
restricted to [0, 3] sothat if the initial condition uo( £ ) vanishes on the complement of
I--L, L] and is less than M in absolute value, then for t >~ t(•, 214, L; 3), ] u(x, t)l 
c for all x. 
We state a result of Douglas which is essential to the proof. 
Orderh,g Principle. Let u(x, t) and w(x, t) be admissible solutions of 
GX- - -  - 
with initial conditions Uo(X ) and Wo(X ) which satisfy Uo(X ) ~ Wo(X), then u(x, t) 
w(x, t) for all t. 
Using this result, it suffices to study the decay of an initial condition UM, L 
which is equal to M on the interval [--L, L] and decays moothly and monotonely 
to zero on each of [ - -L --  1, --L] and [L, L - /  1]. 
We assume without loss thatf"(0) > 0. Therefore Uo(X ) produces a rarefaction 
wave carrying those values of Uo( ) on [ - -L  --  1, - -L] which are less than 3 0 . 
We choose 3 0 as the largest value of 3 > 0 so thatf"  =/= 0 on [0, 3]. Fix 3 < 3 o . 
a¥ 
The integral f% u(~, t) d~ e equals C(e)t, where C(e) depends upon the range of 
f(u) on [0, 3] and on •. The lower and upper limits are the x coordinates at 
time t of the characterisiics which carry the values 0 and •, 0 ~ • ~ 3. A 
straightforward calculation indicates that f_~ u(~, t) d~: = f~,  Uo(~: ) d~:. There- 
fore, the characteristic carrying the value • cannot survive in the solution u(x, t) 
longer than t = C(E) -1 f~o u0(~ ) d~. But that characteristic can be terminated 
only by a characteristic from the right bearing a value of Uo( ) less than • which 
must originate from a point on the line t = 0 with x coordinate greater than L 
since the range of u(x, t) is a subset of that of Uo(X ) and since the characteristic 
on the right must lie in a compressive wave all of which originate from the line 
t = 0. Hence at time t = C(e) -1 .[o~ u0(~ ) d~, the range of u(x, t) is bounded in 
absolute value by e. 
The process of propagating a solution forward in time does not increase the 
maximum of u(x, t) nor does it decrease the minimum of u(x, t). Therefore, 
Lemma 11 implies that u(x, t) perceives that f(u) is strictly convex (concave) 
for t sufficiently large so long as f"(0) ~ 0. The results of Schaeffer [5] on the 
asymptotic decay of the solution apply thereafter. 
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